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Performance Assurance Methodology 

 

1. Are you supportive of the enhanced definition for Retail Risk we have defined within 

Appendix A? 

 

Yes, we are supportive of the enhanced definition for Retail Risk as defined within appendix A 

and welcome the focus on poor consumer outcomes created though degradation in party 

performance against REC obligations and processes.   

 

2. Do you agree that Retail Risks should be assessed using a tiered system 

(pass/minor/major/fail) and that performance is measured against thresholds based on 

regular monitoring? 

 

We agree that Retail Risks should be assessed using a tiered system and feel that is important 

for the REC PAB to provide transparency around what is being measured, how it is being 

measured and what the performance thresholds / tolerances are to enter and exit each tier.  

Assessment of performance against these risks, must be able to be validated by suppliers, such 

that they are comfortable that reported performance is accurate.   

 

The regular monitoring and reporting across the range of identified risks and risk drivers, 

should not place an excessive additional burden on parties to facilitate measurement.    

 

3. Do you have any comments on the overall approach to the Performance Assurance 

Methodology, in terms of identifying, analysing and assessing Retail Risks? 

 

Generally speaking, the overall approach is clear and we expect that further detail will be 

provided as these arrangements evolve in the run up to go live.  When assessing the materiality 

of failure by parties to achieve their obligations and adhere to processes set out in the REC, it is 

not clear how the severity of detriment incurred by consumers will be differentiated and 

weighted within the retail risk register. For instance, there is a material difference between a 

switch being delayed for a period of time and a failure which results in a customer being off 

supply.   

 

4. Do you agree that performance expectations and any other thresholds are set by the PAB, 

based on the monitoring of real-world market performance and the provisions of the REC? 
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It’s not clear what the process will be through which RECCo will approve thresholds and 

tolerances.  There’s a need to ensure that these tolerances are proportionate and do not 

materially increase cost to serve through being overly ambitious or arbitrary.  

 

The thresholds and tolerances should be set at appropriate levels to drive incremental 

improvements in the market, targeting outliers, with thresholds and the baseline for good 

performance increasing over time. Being overly ambitious in setting tolerances at go live of the 

PAB, resulting in a majority of paarties immediately finding themselves failing metrics, would 

suggest that performance expectations of parties may be unrealistic at that point in time or 

that more fundamental issues exist that are preventing parties being able to meet the required 

standards. Equally, it may suggest that SLAs within the code are too onerous and unachievable. 

In this instance, we presume that the code manager would investigate and determine if 

prescribed SLAs are appropriate and whether there is a case for change before initiating more 

intrusive engagement with parties.  

 

 

Retail Risk Register 

 

5. Are there any reasons why the Retail Risks defined in Table 1 should not be the initial 

priority focus for the PAB in the first year (from September 2021)? Please provide reasons to 

explain your answer. 

 

At this stage we don’t fundamentally disagree with the initial view of Retail Risks captured 

within Table 1 of the consultation document. However, there is a lack of detail provided around 

how the PAB has arrived at the identified risks and how they have been prioritised, which 

makes a full and thorough assessment difficult to make. An example we would highlight is “12. 

Erroneous switches occur, which result is negative customer experience of the energy market” 

which has only been ranked as moderate priority whereas “8. Delayed Switches provides a 

negative customer experience of the energy market” has been ranked high priority. 

 

In addition, “11. Energy Theft is not investigated nor prevented” has only been ranked as 

moderate. Whereas the serious safety implications of energy theft should mean this risk is 

ranked as high. We note that further RECCo work is being carried out on the theft risk drivers. 

This work should ensure than specific obligations are contained within the REC to mitigate the 

risk drivers and appropriate performance assurance measures are put in place to monitor 

compliance. 

 

There’s a lack of detail on how the specific risk drivers have been identified. It would be useful 

if they were more directly linked to REC obligations and furthermore that the PAB could share 

its assessment of the risk – i.e. what is the consumer detriment of party failure in relation to 
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these risk drivers, what is the materiality and likelihood of these risks, which category of party 

is the risk targeted towards etc.  

 

Visibility of this detail would support a more detailed assessment of REC PAB priorities to be 

made and will ensure that the PAB prioritises its efforts where there is material consumer 

detriment that needs to be addressed. It will also allow parties to advise the PAB to what 

extent they have control over some of the risk drivers and ensuring that where they don’t, that 

appropriate allowances can be made in respect of performance – i.e. some of the risk drivers 

called out may manifest in consumer detriment, but are not always within the gift of suppliers 

to rectify or prevent. 

 

We would question whether risks around the creation and resolution of Erroneous Transfers 

have been given sufficient priority, particularly given the work of the ET PAB and the reduction 

of Erroneous / Failed switches being one of the main goals of the Switching Programme.  

 

Further detail that needs to be considered when establishing the priorities for the 12 months 

from go live, is how in practice some of these risk drivers would be monitored. For example, 

whilst it is critically important that the PSR is accurately maintained, it’s difficult to see how this 

could possibly be measured. There are many examples within the risk register where we see 

similar challenges.  

 

6. In your view, are there any priority Retail Risks that have not been captured? Please 

provide details. 

 

Relevant to some of the retail risks already called out, there is risk around the ability of TPIs, 

including PCWs and Auto Switching businesses to ensure consumers enter the switching 

journey with accurate data and fully aware that they have entered into contracts. With the REC 

Supplier / PCW having formed and with BEIS consultation on the regulation of TPIs due shortly, 

both seeking to implement standards within the TPI space, but with near term and enduring 

governance arrangements unclear, it would be interesting to explore whether there is scope to 

use the REC PAB to drive improvements within these channels.  

 

 

Performance Assurance Techniques 

 

7. Do you agree with the principle that our work and that of the PAB, will be driven by risk 

and our focus is spent on targeted assessments where risk scores determine issues, rather 

than regular audits for every REC Party? 
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Yes, we agree that the work of the REC PAB should be driven by an assessment of risk, 

particularly where that risk may manifest in material consumer detriment. This will ensure that 

the PAB can have the biggest impact on driving performance improvement within the retail 

market, focussing its efforts proportionately on the parties demonstrating the worst 

performance.  

 

We support targeted assessments, informed through routine performance monitoring, where 

the risks can easily, and cost effectively measured. However, where this is not possible and by 

exception, it may be more efficient to monitor some risks through regular sample audits.   

 

8. Do you agree with the principle that any performance charges will be objective, 

deterministic and used to address specific industry challenges? 

 

There is great uncertainty created by the proposals for the use of performance charges to 

address poor performance and we would welcome the provision of greater clarity around the 

proposals: 

- What is the prospective value of these performance charges?  

- How and when is the level of these charges determined and by whom?  

- How would RECCo determine that charges accurately reflect avoided costs, particularly 

where in many instances, poor performance will not necessarily be as a result of active 

decisions to conserve cash, but more generally due to people, process or system failure, 

which more often than not leads to increased rather than avoided cost? 

- Even where parties had avoided cost, how would RECCo determine charges that are 

reflective of those costs when parties utilise diverse operating / business models, varying 

technology approaches and degrees of automation, and therefore have varying costs to 

serve?  

- Under what circumstances would they be levied and for which severity of failures?  

- Specifically, how would RECCo utilise financial charges recovered from REC Parties and 

where there is a residual value after incurred breach related costs are covered, could the 

offending party see its future costs being offset when aggregate RECCo charges are 

reduced? 

9. Do you agree that as a general rule performance charges should not apply and be set to 

zero for REC Parties within the first year? 

 

Yes, we agree that as a general rule that charges should not apply during the first year and until 

performance measures have been agreed, demonstrated that they can be accurately 

measured, and parties have had the opportunity to validate initial assessment of performance. 

Otherwise, there is a risk that these charges would be heavily disputed, with confidence in the 

PAB being undermined from the outset.  
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Principles of data collection 

 

10. Are you supportive of the principle of ongoing performance monitoring to enable the 

Code Manager and PAB to conduct a risk based approach to REC performance assurance? 

 

Yes, we support the principle of ongoing performance providing risks can be easily and cost 

effectively measured. Where this is not possible, it may be more efficient to monitor some risks 

through regular periodic sample audits.  

 

11. Do you agree with the principle of obtaining data from central systems (including if 

necessary making changes to existing contracts and codes) and utilising existing data sources 

and mechanisms, wherever possible, rather than requesting each REC Party to compile and 

submit data to the REC Portal? 

 

Yes, we agree with the principle of obtaining data from central systems to drive performance 

monitoring through the PAB and that onerous data and reporting requests for REC parties are 

avoided at all costs. Industry must have the opportunity to validate any performance reporting 

compiled from central systems to ensure that it is consistent with their own view of their 

performance.  

 

In the event that RECCo will require REC parties to provide data or reporting to the PAB, we 

would expect a minimum of 6 months lead time to allow for development of necessary extracts 

/ reports.  

 

12. Do you agree with the approach of analysing data at an energy company licence level by 

default, with the option of combining analysis as outlined in paragraph 8.3.2? If you disagree, 

please give reasons for this. 

 

We agree with the approach of analysing data at a licence level, as the alternative of reporting 

and monitoring performance at individual MPID level would be onerous. However, it is critical 

that suppliers are able see a more granular view of their performance at MPID level, 

particularly for larger organisations who run multiple supply business on different systems and 

in different market sectors.  

 

Also, when engaged by the Code Manager in relation to performance failures, it is reasonable 

for parties to request (and for the Code Manager to provide) underlying backing data from the 

reports (i.e. at MPxN level) to support analysis and to facilitate required improvements in 

performance being achieved.  
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13. Do you agree that data can be provided without requiring further customer consent as 

outlined in paragraph 8.4.3? If not, please provide details of your rationale. 

 

The assumptions made in 8.4.3, that additional consent would not be required for data 

provided in relation to this activity, would seem reasonable given it would be provided in 

fulfilment of regulatory obligations. However, at this stage we have not been able to secure a 

definitive view on this from our Privacy Team to validate this. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


